Meeting Minutes
March 26, 2014
Diamond Village Common Room, 10:00AM

Election for Treasurer held: Miguel Lugo won the election. Congratulations Miguel!

President
  • Prep for next meeting:
    o Constitution Review: Everyone is urged to read the constitution and come with ideas and/or suggestions to improve it. Please read and review changes in constitution before next meeting on April 10, 2014.
    o Meeting with GFH Leaders: Discuss to include GFH SG senator permanently in MC as a voting party and propose to include him in GFH discount
    o VJ requested all MC folks to send their suggestion to VJ for award letters ASAP

Treasurer
  o Wen suggested all mayors to read MC program guide for planning new programs onwards
  o Wen and Debjani will continue to coordinate with everyone to advertise events, treasurer approvals. Miguel will take the office now onwards.

Secretary
  • All mayors are requested to share some info with secretary for their upcoming events so that everything can be updated in MC website as well in the related social media (FB page).
  • Send resident meeting minutes to secretary and advertise MC website in village meetings and other platform.
  • Next meeting will be on Apr 10, 2014 at 7 pm. VJ please inform the new Corry mayor (to be) about our bi-weekly MC meeting schedule. Any conflict, let me know.

Mayors
  • Corry Village
    o VJ will facilitate Corry mayor election to be held tomorrow and will monitor fitness classes (applicable for all mayors)
  • Diamond Village
    o ERS for butterfly museum visit: Dari will check the group discount for museum visit and get the process done
• Tanglewood Village
  o Robert will coordinate with his village staff to recruit volunteer for Spring Fling
  o He will ask the access information for Tanglewood FB account in coordination with Thomas
  o Robert will purchase the equipment for fitness classes and garden only after approval of your SAR from SG finance (SAR already submitted)
  o Meet with office of sustainability to discuss the coordination with GFH maintenance issues and coordinate with Thomas to get the pool in shape

Maguire Village
  o Ali will need to co-ordinate with Secretary for email exchange and communication with GFH senator. Secretary will invite GFH senator in our meeting after given his Email ID.
  o Ali asked Thomas to share couponing workshop Advertisement with GFH FB page and individual village page can also share the info.

• UVS
  o Nepali New Year 2071 on Apr 12, 2014: Proposal for getting funded for food is approved already in the meeting and the SAR need to be filed soon. Uttam will coordinate with Wen, Miguel and/or Debjani to file SAR for food and other logistics. He will also co-ordinate with MC, GFH for food and other logistics to ensure supply of food for Nepalese New Year celebration. All folks will help and coordinate with Uttam for Nepali New Year Celebration
  o Coordinate with Ali to take pics of landscaping and other issues that need to be fixed around UVS and Maguire.

• Housing Updates
  o MC won the 2014 “Champion of Change” contest second time in a row. Thanks to Thomas for your nomination and congratulations to all!
  o Thomas will continue working on spring fling programming, send emails to each village, and coordinate with other MC members for types of food at Spring Fling.
  o Thomas will work on issues with Tanglewood pool
  o Thomas agreed to email Francisco to get Tanglewood FB page access information (ROB)
  o Thomas suggested everyone to recruit volunteers for Spring Fling, and to be there at 9AM on April 5, 2014. Everyone can send their food suggestions with vendor information to Thomas for the same.